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At loose ends with your locks? “It’ In Curl Chat, Ouidad reveals the secrets to bringing out your
natural beauty, including:* Finding the right cut* How often to shampoo (and why you under no
circumstances wrap your wet locks in a towel)* Why brushes and mousses should be outlawed *
The best conditioning and styling treatments* Blow-drying, coloring, and straightening the safe
wayBased on Ouidad’The lengths which women go to to be able to tame their curls!It’ve been
blessed with curly hair, chances are that you’ve considered it as a curse, complaining, “ If you’””
Allow “Queen of Curl”s a mess!s uncontrollable! or “It’s thus frizzy and tangly!” It will revolutionize
the way you treat your locks. Now renowned NEW YORK stylist Ouidad pieces the record right on
frizzy hair and demonstrates how to start loving the waves, kinks, and curls you had been born
with. show you how to draw out the very best in your hair.s experience catering solely to curly-
haired clients at her special Manhattan salon, Curl Chat is a straight-talking instruction for your
daily struggle with the frizzies, offering simple, step-by-step solutions so you can get a gorgeous
head of curls. Out of frustration, you might have mistakenly resorted to methods (straighteners,
irons, blow-dryers) that only cause more damage to your hair.
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Some of the details was good nonetheless it discussed using heating tools on your own ... I
purchased the publication Curl Talk hoping to get some good new styling approaches for curly
locks. I would suggest it. Great book Great informative book about curly hair. Great for the curly
girls! AT LAST!Seller was great to work with, book arrived in excellent condition and promptly. I've
struggled with my naturally frizzy hair all my life. This reserve helped me tremendously in how
exactly to form the curls, prevent frizz, and what items to use to keep my locks looking healthy.
as described as described Curly Hair Relief Ouidad understands curly hair mainly because she,
her siblings, and parents, almost all have differeing types of frizzy hair. This is an excellent book.
This book, partnered with the web page, is worth the money if you are attempting to conquer and
show off your beautiful curls. good book, good deal Well written reserve that explores the
differences between straight, wavy, and different curl types and how exactly to manage and look
after the nonstraight hair. This book gives you all sorts of information about how to care for your
curly hair. Essential buy for those of us with curly hair! very informative I have great textured
permed and colortreated hair. Was not enthused with the information in this reserve. This book is
a quick read and contained brand-new and useful tips. A few of the information was good
nonetheless it talked about using heating tools on your hair and that is a big NO for just about
any hair not simply curly hair. The book I purchased was used, nonetheless it was it good shape
and value priced! Did not find the majority of the info in this book helpful to me. Ouidad knows
her stuff. Well worth it if you have a problem with your curls. Five Stars Learned a lot about hair
from this book. Great Book!! How great it is to truly have a stylist who created something and a
cutting technique because she, herself, needed it -- as opposed to a marketer who is simply
trying to make more sales. Most of the information presented I currently knew from web
searches on curly hair. But the book is very small, doesn't have very many pages. good basic
frizzy hair info Gave a nice summary of curly hair, for individuals who are at a loss of how exactly
to manage and care for their curls. Unless you know much about frizzy hair, you will learn a lot.
It's a good "one stop" reserve for those who don't want to invest enough time diong internet
searches.
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